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A year in review 2017
2017 has been an incredible year where we worked really hard to make our organization settle and grow. We took the strategic decisions to focus more on
our future, by making our foundations solid and by doing fewer international projects. In 2015 and 2016 we were able to have a lot of impact on various
communities around the world and, because of our ambition to achieve much more in the coming years, we decided to focus more on our backbone, by
working on ways to finance ourselves for a longer period of time. Despite this, looking back, we have been able to accomplish a lot, even in the past year,
while creating value for our community, mostly here in Eindhoven. This document is divided into 5 sections:
- 1. News worth mentioning
These are the most important highlights of the year for us -our achievements, our actions, and news worth mentioning.
- 2. Important Events
These are the most important events we have participated in, organized by our partners and friends.
- 3. Important Activities
These are the most important activities of the year, like talks and workshops that we have done for our community of for our partners.

4. dowes
A dowe i s a project that makes people take action about a specific theme. We encourage a creative approach to make dowes of all types, such as videos,
-

events, trips, workshops, or campaigns, in a manner which uses the experience and talents of those who create them. In 2016 we were mostly focussing on
creating our own dowes. In 2017 we experimented with assisting other people into creating their dowes or advancing them.

- 5. #BRAINCANDIES
We keep #BRAINCANDIES apart because it has become a very big project of wedowe. It is an awesome experience that really brings all the people from our
diverse community together. In 2017, all the activities related to the #BRAINCANDIES dowe were the #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS. In 2017 we had 5 of
them, adding new features and experimenting with new ways of making people interact every time. In 2018 we are planning to introduce #BRAINCANDIES
STUDIO SESSIONS.
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1.News worth mentioning
These are the most important highlights of the year for us - our achievements, our actions, and news worth mentioning.

1.1 ANBI status
Tag: official recognition, ANBI status, good cause

In 2017 we got our ANBI status, so now we are an official ANBI Stichting.
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1.2 TOP 10 expats
Tag: expats, people activation, internationals, news,
Cristian received the Expat Top 10 award, an awesome initiative by E52 that supports internationals and their work to bring diverse people together in the
city of Eindhoven. We are super grateful, happy and proud of this. We learned about so many beautiful initiatives contributing to bringing the most varied
group of people together while having fun.
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1.3 Awesome volunteers
Tag: volunteering, community, collaboration, social innovation

Throughout 2017 we had the pleasure of working with a great team of volunteers that helped wedowe with their dedication, skills and personalities.
We had several types of volunteer experiences and positions. From a one-off volunteering experience, for example helping at one of our #BRAINCANDIES
LIVE SESSIONs, to a longer term commitment, such as visiting us at our office at Soul Kitchen on a weekly basis. Our volunteers helped us organize events,
manage our d
 owes and d
 owers, as well as with our communication, the recruitment of other volunteers, and other important back-office tasks.
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1.4 Working at Soul Kitchen
Tag: social business, collaboration, synergy, food waste, co-working

In 2017 we spent most of our time working from Soul Kitchen, a restaurant that advocates against food waste and that offers training to people with a
distance from the job market. We saw value in each others missions and we decided to place our front office / community space there for a while.
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1.5 The one-week internship
Tag: internship, one week, teenagers, international school
In June, two 16 year old students from the International School Eindhoven spent a week at wedowe to learn more about the professional world. They
managed to shoot and edit one video each, about two dowes in the neighbourhoods - Soul Kitchen and Brownies and Downies.
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1.6 Website
Tag: website, rebranding, online impact
In November 2017 we published a completely renewed version of our website that reflects our growth and the evolving awareness of our mission and
values. We put what we used to call “divisions” (wedomovies , wedohiphop and wedoenergy ) more in the background and removed them from our
website (they are visible in the “related websites” section of the website). We also changed our tagline from “We activate people to change the world.” to
“We make people take action”.
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2. Important events we participated in
These are the most important events we have participated in, organized by our partners and friends.

2.1 ASML Volunteer Fair
The ASML Volunteer Fair is an event organized by Samen voor Eindhoven, a local organization, and ASML, a multinational company. The goal of the event
was to connect ASML professionals to NGOs and non-profit organizations for volunteering purposes. It is was a very inspiring event, where a lot of ASML
employees were brought into contact with organizations doing great social work in the Eindhoven area. wedowe was also invited to this event, with the aim
of recruiting volunteers.
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2.2 Match-making at High Tech Campus
The Matchmaking event at the High Tech Campus is an event organized by Samen voor Eindhoven and High Tech Campus. The goal of the event was to
connect professionals to NGOs and non-profit organizations for volunteering purposes. It was a very significant event which brought innovative connections
and social cohesion.
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2.3 Link-2-work
Link2Work is an event organized by Lumens and Dynamo Jeugdwerk, where young people looking for jobs can pitch themselves to different companies. We
got in touch with awesome young people and connected with other organizations in the Eindhoven social sector.
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2.4 Van-Abbe brainstorm sessions
Van Abbe museum started a series of meetings to bring into contact different social and cultural organizations in the city of Eindhoven, offer them a
platform to connect, and explore opportunities to use the museum as an institution to advance their social mission. We took part in the brainstorm session
and made very valuable connections.
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2.5 San Patrignano WeFree days
It is becoming a yearly appointment to go to the WeFree days - a 3 day visit in the rehab community of San Patrignano. It is a very powerful event about
drug prevention and empowerment, targeting more than 3000 teenagers. As wedowe, we gave workshops, and shared our empowerment experiences with
the members of the rehab community, the students, and other international organizations.
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3. Important activities
These are the most important activities of the year, such as talks, workshops and videos that we have done for our community and for our partners.
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3.1 Peace Culture Festival
Tags: social impact, co-creation, activation, social innovation

Activity name

Peace Culture Festival Communication + Video

Activity type

(dowes) video production

dowhat

We made two videos for the Peace Culture Festival, an event organized in Eindhoven by Art of Living North
Brabant, to celebrate a peaceful and diverse society. We also helped with consulting them on communication in
general from funding applications to how to best promote the event in the city.

dowhen

September 2017
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3.2 Workshop Eindhoven Mondiaal
Tags:  co-creation, activation, social innovation, communication, workshop

Activity name

Workshop Eindhoven Mondiaal

Activity type

Workshop

dowhat

Eindhoven Mondiaal is a platform which connects initiatives and organizations in Eindhoven
that are doing activities related to the SDG (Sustainable Development Goals). We did a
co-creation communication workshop for the group of Mondiaal Eindhoven, to rethink the
platform from a communication perspective.

dowhen

June 2017
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3.3 Breaking out workshop @Alumni Unite, Barcelona
Tags: workshop, co- creation, activation, soft skills, comfort zone, conference, renewable energy

Activity name

Activity type

Breaking out workshop @Alumni
Unite, Barcelona
Workshop

dowhat

A workshop about Breaking-out of
one's comfort zone at the yearly
Innoenergy Alumni conference in
Barcelona. Innoenergy has a
community of passionate students and
professionals working to advance the
transition to sustainable energy..

dowhen

December 2017
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3.4 One Step further for Soul Kitchen
Tags: co- creation, activation, social innovation, workshop, communication, impact reporting

Activity name

One Step further for Soul Kitchen

Activity type

Workshop

dowhat

A two hour session where 10-15 people came together to co-create
solutions for Soul Kitchen Eindhoven. Soul Kitchen is a restaurant that
combats food waste, advocates for food waste prevention, and gives
training to people with a distance from the job market. We helped
them address their communication strategy.

dowhen

April 2017
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3.5 One Step further for Spazio Aperto
Tags: co-creation, activation, social innovation, workshop, communication, impact reporting

Activity name

One Step further for Spazio Aperto

Activity type

Workshop

dowhat

A two hour session where 10-15 people came together to co-create
solutions for Spazio Aperto in Milan, Italy. Spazio Aperto is a social
enterprise which offers jobs in different fields to people with a
distance from the job market. We helped them address a specific
important question about communication and impact measurement.

dowhen

March 2017
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3.6 #YOLO4REAL
Tags: short film, diversity, impact, self reflection

Activity name

#YOLO4REAL

Activity type

Short Film

dowhat

A film, made in the Netherlands, commenting on youth that use the term yolo
loosely without knowing what they really are talking about. In #YOLO4REAL
we follow Ahmed, a 21-year old man, who is told that he is terminally ill. We
see someone live through the rest of his short life and how he is forced to
really live in the moment.

dowhen

April 2017 – July 2017

Comments This film was produced by Interakt, and written and directed by Aiman
Hassani.
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4. dowes

A dowe is a project that makes people take action about a specific theme.
We encourage a creative approach to make dowes of all types, such as videos, events, trips, workshops, and campaigns, in a manner which uses the
experience and talents of those who create them. In 2016 we were mostly focussing on creating our own dowes. In 2017 we experimented with assisting
other people with creating their dowes or helping to advance them. .
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4.1 Pimp my clothing
Tags: social impact, DIY, fast fashion, consumerism, social innovation, grass roots
dowe t ype

Pop up event

dowhat

A one day pop-up sewing spot to make people take action and re-use their
clothing instead of throwing them away and buying new cheap ones. You can
read more here: www.wedowe.org/blog/pimpmyclothing

dowhy

It makes us feel uncomfortable that we stop fixing our worn clothing because it
is so cheap to get new ones.

dowhen

May 2017

dower
How we
contributed

Luca Scapino
We helped Luca with the location, promotion, and general organization of the
event.
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4.2 Views & Voices
Tags: film screening, public debate, social themes, technology, activation
dowe t ype

Film screening event

dowhat

The current Views&Voices event consists of a moderated film event. During the
film projection, an interactive element engages the audience and starts a
discussion. The results of this interaction are visible on the screen in real-time.
After the movie there is a moderated discussion, followed by informal
networking drinks.. More on: www.wedowe.org/dowes/views-voices

dowhy

It makes us feel uncomfortable that stories are not used enough to create a
context where anyone feels comfortable and encouraged to discuss topics that
impact us all.

dowhen

February - April 2017

dower
How we
contributed

Thibaut Decré
We helped Thibaut with the location, promotion, and general organization of the
event.
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4.3 Be a Superhero Jam
Tags: social impact, Sri Lanka, fundraising, breakdance, youth empowerment
dowe t ype

Charity breakdance battle

dowhat

Be a Superhero Jam is a series of events that creates awareness and helps to inspire the
bboys in Sri Lanka.
“Also by organizing the event I hope to inspire the next generation (kids), I want to show
them that superheroes still exist. Not one man can do everything, but everyone can do
something! So by putting all our knowledge and power together WE can be the heroes
this world and time missed.“ More on: www.wedowe.org/dowes/be-a-superhero-jam

dowhy

It makes me feel uncomfortable to see dancers and young people in my country of
origin, Sri Lanka, struggle with their everyday life

dowhen

May 2017

dower

How we
contributed

Ranil van Peperstraten
We mentored Ranil in the preparation and execution of the event in Eindhoven.
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4.4 Arabify the world with GIFs part 1.
Tags: social impact, arabophobia, GIF, social innovation, social media
dowe t ype

Online Campaign

dowhat

“GIFs still have a long way to go when it comes to equal representation and Arabs are
not the only underrepresented group on the internet. It is time to recognize that we all
hold responsibility for ensuring that GIFs become more progressive. We have emojis for
same sex couples, families, other cultures and colors, and even Hijab emojis now. Where
are the GIFs that reflect the same diversity? More on this:
www.wedowe.org/dowes/arabify-the-world-with-gifs

dowhy

It makes me feel uncomfortable that we don’t see much positive Arab representation in
the media. And also that Arabs are not properly represented when it comes to GIFs. And
there is not an inclusive environment in general when it comes to GIF search engines.

dowhen

2017 – on (part 2. in 2018)

dower

How we
contributed

Aiman Hassani
We helped Aiman in the promotion of the online campaign and the creation of
promotional material.
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4.5 HipHop pluswhat Morocco
Tags: social impact, talent development, videos, Hip Hop, youth empowerment, Morocco
dowe t ype

Mentoring Sessions and video shoot

dowhat

HipHop pluswhat is a dowe whose aim is to empower young bboys/bgirls (breakdancers)
by helping them discover their other talents, and to find ways to combine these with
their Hip Hop related talents to advance as professionals and community leaders.

dowhy

It makes us feel uncomfortable to see very talented people not being able to advance
professionally because of constraints in a community and a lack of certain skills, such as
entrepreneurial and personal branding.

dowhen

July 2017

dower

wedowe

How we
contributed

Mentoring Sessions and video shoot
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4.6 #everyonetwothree
Tags: social media, inspiring quotes, empowerment, inspiration
dowe t ype

Social media campaign

dowhat

We ask people from our community to send us a really short text piece with a personal
quote on it. We then create pictures with the quotes and share them on different
platforms.

dowhy

It makes us feel uncomfortable that we don’t expose our useful personal pearls of
wisdom with people around us to create positivity in everyday life.

dowhen

From March 2017 on

dower

wedowe
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4.7 Shiro
Tags: short film, diversity, crowdfunding, inspiration
dowe t ype
dowhat

dowhy
dowhen
dower

How we
contributed

Short film
Shiro is a short psychological thriller with dark comedy elements that takes place in the
underbelly of Utrecht. This film focuses on diversity in it’s cast and crew which consists
out of people from Chinese, Japanese, English, German, Dutch and Moroccan descent.

It makes us feel uncomfortable that there is a lack of diversity in Dutch film.
May 2017
Vincent Plu
Mentoring Sessions, film-production and crowdfunding-fundraising.
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4.8 Togetherzone
dowe t ype
dowhat

Social Event
An inspiring evening with a simple goal: engage in conversations about several topics
with the other participants.
Participants will be grouped in couples that will change throughout the evening and be
guided by given elements to discuss in a creative way. They will explore each others
lightest and deepest thoughts about life in a comfortable yet engaging way. Yet, they will
not feel the length of time spend together, cause the elements that will be given will feel
as a blanket, making them feel comfortable sharing/interacting with strangers. Any
hesitation or awkwardness is taken away, by the fact that the circumstances/parameters
are set up super clear and people are just engaged in the process. At the end of the
experience they will be surprised by how much they talked and how long the lesson was.

dowhy

It makes us feel uncomfortable when people don’t know how to connect with each
others

dowhen

September 2017

dower

wedowe
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5. #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS
We keep #BRAINCANDIES separate because it has become a very big project of wedowe . It is an awesome experience that really brings all the people from
our diverse community together. In 2017, all the activities related to the #BRAINCANDIES dowe were the #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS. In 2017 we had
5 of them, adding new features and experimenting with new ways of making people interact every time. In
2018 we are planning to introduce #BRAINCANDIES STUDIO SESSIONS.
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#BRAINCANDIES LIVE
Tags: inclusion, diversity, talent development, social skills improvement, soft skills, presentation skills, social media, public speaking, video making
dowe t ype

#BRAINCANDIES LIVE

dowhat

Social interactive event

dowhy

40 people in a room for 2 hours. A host making people interact with each other and making them feel a bit uncomfortable. 5
scheduled speakers. An improvised surprise speaker. Talks are video recorded and put online. Feedback is collected and given
to the speakers.

dowhen

It makes us feel uncomfortable to see how easy it is to remember how to communicate with others while at the same time
how rare it is to have a stimulating environment around us to do so.
Giving a speech is a powerful and empowering process for the people giving it. It is a process that involves the decision of
making it, its preparation, the performance, and what happens after it. Every step of the process has different positive effects
on the speaker, for example on his/her self-esteem and soft skills. Speeches also enable ideas and worldviews to inspire others,
allowing things to happen in a domino effect way. In the world around us, there are not enough opportunities to do so, but we
are changing this.

Each of the 5 sessions we organized in 2017 was a unique and beautiful experience.
From the next page, a quick recap of the #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSIONS we had.
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5.1 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 12
Nov 2, 2017

www.braincandies12.eventbrite.com
What did people learn?
Age doesn't
matter

To think in the
shower

Having fun is
important part
of learning.

Showers are best
if there is 24h in
between

To talk with signs

How to get
acquainted
quickly

Something I
keep learning
over and over:
connecting to
our creativity is
the key to
feeling alive

Confidence to
speak in front of
other people

How your
generation deals
with each other,
so positive

I must not
hesitate to
express my
opinion in front of
an audience

How to design
and realize a
beautiful plan.
But I have to
study the video
more seriously
before I can put
it into practice.
And I met nice
people!

Listening to
each other
gave a lot of
inspiration
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5.2 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 11
Aug 31, 2017

www.braincandies11.eventbrite.com
What did people learn?
wedowe.

Smile as you
can!

How hard it is to talk about
a random picture for a
minute :).

Sustainocracy.

How to view and resolve
poverty issues from the
perspective of social
inclusion.

Get the
audience
involved.

Change often.

Opening up to other people
gives confidence.

That there are more
people searching for
the same.

When you want to
achieve something: just
take the first step of
action.

I got inspired to
give back to my
country some of
what I am giving
in Eindhoven.

That are a lot of
people that will
help us to make
this planet a
great place to
live!

It's good to continue talking to
each other and connecting
people and initiatives to work
on the global goals and other
sustainable-world improving
projects.

I captured some ideas
for home country
helping projects.

About different initiatives
being organized by
people from all walks of
life.
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5.3 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 10
June 1, 2017

www.braincandies10.eventbrite.com
What did people learn?
Stepping out of your

Speaking in public is

I learned about Andorra

How a young generation shares its thoughts

comfort zone is fun!

not that scary

building their country as a

and builds community.

smart hub. I didn't know
about this initiative or that
so many companies like
MIT were working together
on this project.
How bad the plastic

There are more

We can see electricity/our

Great how you keep challenging yourselves

problem is.

people actually doing

energy use as invisible

and the audience

something about their

slaves

beliefs than I thought
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5.4 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 9
Mar 23, 2017

www.braincandies9.eventbrite.com
What did people learn?
We are all in the same
boat.

To use more of my Yin
qualities.

In inactivity lies the seed
of the next action.

There are always other
people in the same boat.

It is great to hear
people speak who
have a different world
views.

To give a presentation
in English.

People are awesome!

Yin/Yang.
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5.5 #BRAINCANDIES LIVE SESSION 8
Jan 26, 2017

www.braincandies8.eventbrite.com
What did people learn?
Dive in deep!

Better to try than
not to try

The importance of the

Fun ways to make people

Sadness comes with a reason, do

difference between decision

interact

not block it. There are two sorts

making 'the money way' or

of contract, social and

'the social way' (speaker

economical, they follow different

Laurentiu)

rules you should be aware of.

Social norms

Be spontaneous

I learned about what other
people are doing in EHV
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Thanks for taking the time to read this. To get in touch: info@wedowe.org.
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